In situ deformation in T.E.M.: recent developments A. Couret Abstract. 2014 In situ deformation tests in T.E.M. are currently performed in our laboratory on different types of material to study their mechanical properties. Recent [1] were the first to observe in aluminium some movements of dislocations in crystals under thermal stress activated by the beam heating in 100 kV transmission electron microscope (TE.M.). Two years later, Wilsdorf [2] performed the first in situ tensile experiments in 100 kV TE.M. at room temperature and observed several dislocation processes proposed previously. These types of experiment did not continue after these pioneer works since at that time it was believed that the observable specimen thickness at 100 kV was too small to give information relevant to the macroscopic behaviour of materials. At the end of the sixties, new in situ deformation experiments on the dislocation behaviour in B.C.C. and F.C.C. metals were undertaken in Japan and France where high voltage electron microscopes were built (for some examples see [3] [4] [5] [6] ) and in England [7] . Since It is purpose of this paper to take stock of the in situ deformation technique and to focuss attention to recent improvements developed in the Toulouse group. In section 2, some technical aspects will be described. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the stress control and with the validity of the in situ deformation experiments, respectively. Section 5 is an overview of the information obtainable from this technique. Contribution of this technique to the study of the material mechanical properties in relation with other approaches will be discussed in section 6. The deformation system is an inversed one. The deformation is applied by a micromotor (6) which pushes on the mobile jaw (7) (characteristics of the micromotor : 7800 t/mn, 12 V, 20 mA, reduction ratio : 1/2050). The mobile and fixed jaws are in thermal contact. The specimen (9) is moored on two specimen anchorages (10, a&#x26;b) and fixed by some specimen securing plates (11, a&#x26;b) and screws (12, a&#x26;b) . During cooling, a spring keeps the two jaws in contact and thus protects the specimen from a deformation resulting from the temperature drift. ii) An heating straining holder adapted to the JEOL 200 CX : This holder which is inspired from that presented in [8] has already been partly described in [9] . Figure 3 shows a general view (a) and an enlargement (b) of the tip of the heating straining holder. The heating by radiation is obtained by applying a power to a resistor wire (5) which is wound in an alumina multibore tube (6) . When it is in place, the specimen (7) is enclosed in a tantalum double screen which is visible in these pictures. The deformation is applied by a micromotor reductor (1) identical to that of the cooling holder which is pulling on the mobile jaw (3). The specimen is anchored between the mobile and fixed (4) jaws. A clutch (2) allows the mobile jaw and therefore the specimen to be free during the heating and to avoid a deformation resulting from the temperature drift. This holder works between the room temperature and 1000 ° C. A heating holder with a tip similar to that one adapted to the 3 MV electron microscope of the laboratory has been recently built. The temperature is not measured by a thermocouple because it has been observed that this method is not very accurate in the case of heating by radiation. A curve giving the temperature of the thin parts as a function of the current intensity applied to the resistor has been established by melting some metals and alloys and by observing some phase transitions. With this curve it is therefore possible to apply to the resistor the current corresponding to the required deformation temperature. This method has been found to be very reproductible. iii) A remark about double-tilt straining holders : Since the deformation of materials with a high sensitivity of the stress to the strain rate (intermetallics for instance) is often unstable under a constant stress, the best results have been obtained by using a very hard straining holder, which allows us to deform microsamples at constant strain rate and to observe the relaxation effects at constant total elongation. This requires a very strong straining rod which cannot be coupled with a second tilting device. A double tilt holder is useful in studying bicrystals since it makes possible to image both crystals at the same time [10] . A The video films are further analysed frame by frame and it is now possible to enhance the quality of the pictures using an image processor.
DESCRIPTION OF AN
EXPERIMENT -When everything is in place after a first brief checking of the specimen quality, the specimen will be brought at the deformation temperature.
After that, the mobile jaw is moved till the system is under load. Some movements of the bend contours indicate that the specimen is under load and that the specimen is ready to be plastically deformed. When some movements of defects are observed, the micromotor is stopped and the deformation is recorded. That means that our in situ observations are in fact always resulting from relaxation and the stress level corresponds to the elastic limit of the deformation system under investigation.
If necessary, after the in situ experiment, specimens can be observed post-mortem with a double tilt holder in order to further characterize some aspects of the deformation.
3. Control of the stress.
3.1 CONTROL OF THE LOCAL STRESS AXIS. -Using a finite element approach, the stress field in the microsample during an in situ deformation experiment has been calculated recently in [11] . The position of the local major principal stress axis within the entire critical zone surrounding the polished hole has been determined for two cases which are representative of two possible polished hole configurations. Figure 4 shows the corresponding results for the case in which the hole is in the centre of the microsample. The [9] , the specimen orientation was chosen in such a way that the glide in an octahedral compact plane was not activated. In the area where the hole edge is parallel to the tensile axis direction, this glide was locally inactive whereas it was activated in the upper and lower parts of the specimen. sample. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the local stress acting on mobile dislocations. This can be done by measuring the radius of curvature of dislocation segments which are anchored by some obstacles. When a dislocation anchored at both extremities and submitted to a shear stress is in equilibrium, the configuration is described by the following relation:
It is however possible to apply this formula to the case of a moving dislocation which is not exactly in equilibrium, provided the life time of the anchoring points is long enough. This point has been discussed in [12] in the limit and the complex case of the cube glide in the y phase of a superalloy.
Some evaluations of the line tension can be found in the literature: see for instance [13] for a treatment within isotropic elasticity. For the anisotropic case, the line tension can be obtained as a function of the dislocation character from calculations (see for instance the calculations of Douin in the cases of the octahedral and cube planes of Ni3AI in [14] and [15] , respectively).
During the deformation, some dislocations having a given character are submitted to a stronger frictional force and thus their glide is slower than the others; in such cases a different method can be used which is based on the same general principle as the previous treatment [16] . In this case, the rapid movement of the mobile parts of the dislocation loop leads to the formation of dipoles composed of the relative immobile segments. The stress is deduced from the measured critical width of the dipole which is assumed to be equal to twice the value of the radius of curvature. This method is interesting since the measurement accuracy of the dipole width is better than that of the radius of curvature.
3.2.1 Measurements. - The true values of radii of curvature and critical dipole widths are deduced from the measured, projected ones by using some geometric correction factors. In the most general case, it is possible to use the relation given in [17] :
where : Rt is the true radius in the slip plane, Rm is the radius measured on the screen, ex is the angle between the slip and observation planes, w is the angle between the direction of the measurement of the radius and the intersection of the slip and observation planes.
As it will be discussed in section 4, the distance between the free surfaces and curved dislocations or dipoles should be larger than R. If possible, to obtain a reliable value of the local stress, it would be better to average at least 10 radius measurements on moving dislocations during the same short video sequence. In the case of small values of R ( 50 nm), it is necessary to image curved dislocations either in bright field under +g and -g diffraction conditions, or in weak-beam conditions (see for instance [12] ).
Usually, the local stress measurements are not aimed to measure the yield stress but to check that in the thin foil the bulk behaviour is well reproduced. Therefore, even if the accuracy of the absolute value is sometimes not very good (owing to the uncertainties of R and of the line tension expression), the relative variation of the local stress with temperature is often significant enough to check this point. Local stress measurements have been successfully performed in several types of material. In the case of the prismatic glide of beryllium, the yield stress anomaly has been reproduced by this technique [18] [19] [20] . In the case of the prismatic glide of titanium, as shown in figure 5 , both the CRSS macroscopic variations versus temperature for two types of titanium with different impurity contents and the hardening effect of impurities have also been reproduced in the thin foil [21, 22] . The method of the critical width of the dipole has been applied in several cases (see for instance: [16, 23, 24] ). In the anisotropic case of the cube glide of the y phase of a superalloy, local stress measurements performed between 120 K and 1050 K have indicated a yield stress anomaly which has beep further confirmed by a careful analysis of the corresponding literature [12, 25] . 4 . Validity of in situ deformation experiments.
The problem of the relevance of the microscopic observations to explaining the behaviour of the bulk material is often raised. It is the aim of this part to discuss this point only for the case of in situ deformation experiments. This problem has been already discussed in [26] for the case of high voltage electron microscopy and more recently in [27, 28] . During an in situ experiment, the thickness of the observed area varies between 100-500 nm at 200 KV and between 500-1000 nm at 1 MV For comparison, in the case of high resolution pictures the thickness is about 5 nm whereas it is about 10-200 nm in case of post-mortem observations under weak-beam conditions. In a first section, a non-exhaustive list of possible artefacts is drawn up and in a second section, different ways to check the validity of the observations are described. 4 [26] ). An order of magnitude has been calculated in the case of a screw dislocation lying parallel to the foil plane [28] . In [29] . Following these considerations, feasibility diagrams for in situ deformation experiments have been established for a few cases [29] . At [23] (Fig. 5) , [28] (Fig. 4c and 5 ), [31] ( Fig. 1 and 2 ), [32] (Fig. 3) , [33] (Fig. 111.11 ) and [34] (Fig. 11) . Second, the results obtained in situ are always compared with those obtained using other techniques, mainly macroscopic mechanical tests and post-mortem observations. As mentioned previously, the similarity between the temperature variation of the local stress and the macroscopic CRSS (see for instance Fig. 5 , [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ) is probably the best way to establish the validity of in situ results. In the case of the prismatic glide of magnesium [30, 31] , systematic consistency has been found between the microscopic measurements of the local stress, activation area and activation enthalpy on one hand and the corresponding macroscopic values on the other. An excellent correlation in the superdislocation structure and behaviour in L12 ordered alloys has been found between the results obtained by in situ deformation experiments and post-mortem TE.M. observations. In the case of the cube glide of L12 alloys, dislocations in the same double Lomer and super Lomer configurations have been observed in situ in [32] and post-mortem in [35] using the weak-beam and lattice imaging technique. In the case of the octahedral glide of L12 alloys, the in situ observation of APB jumps ( [33, 34] and Fig. 4 of [36] this issue) has been confirmed by a statistical analysis of the post-mortem weak-beam pictures [37] . 5 . Information obtained by in situ déformation experiments. 5 .1 DETERMINATION OF THE DEFORMATION MODES. -The orientation of the observed specimen area is determined by conventional diffraction methods and represented with the help of a stereographic projection. Defects which accommodate the deformation are identified and characterized using usual methods developped for TE.M.. For instance in the case of perfect disloca-tions, the Burgers vector and the character (screw, edge, 60°,...) can be determined. In the case of twinning, the Burgers vector of the partial dislocations, the nature of the stacking fault and the degree of perfection of the microtwin can be analysed [38] [39] [40] . As discussed in another paper [36] , the use of the weak-beam technique during in situ deformation experiments allows us to analyse dislocation processes at a very small scale in correlation with the core structure.
5.2 TRACE ANALYSIS. - The analysis of traces left on the two specimen surfaces by the moving dislocations gives also very fruitfull information. Because the thin foil surface is not absolutely clean, the shearing due to the dislocation movement is partly impeded. This produces a defect (the trace) locked under the surface, which is equivalent to a dislocation with a Burgers vector equal to a fraction of that of the moving dislocation. If follows that this linear defect lies at the intersection between the displacement plane and the foil surfaces, and that the extinction rules of the traces are the same as those of the moving dislocations [41] . The analysis of these traces may lead to the determination of the nature of the movement. Glide movements of screw dislocations lead to two traces which related to each other by a translation parallel to the Burgers vector [42] . This last property is no longer true in case of climb [42] . In case of glide, the glide plane can be determined from the direction of the traces and the occurrence of cross-slip will be checked from the wavy, serrated or rectilinear aspect of the traces.An example of slip traces is shown in figure 6 in the case of the prismatic glide of magnesium [30] [31] First, these obstacles may be due to the lattice friction (intrinsic obstacles). All the mechanisms derived from the Peierls-Nabarro theory belong to this group of obstacles. In this case, the use of the in situ deformation technique has been found to be very fruitfull [9, 12, 18-24, 28, 30-34] . For more details, the reader is referred to two recent reviews [43, 44] . An example is shown in figure 7 where a screw dislocation is moving by a serie of jumps between Peierls valleys in the case of the cube glide of the Y phase of a superalloy at 570 K [12, 25, 28] . Second, these obstacles may be extrinsic to the dislocations. By-passing of precipitates has been observed in [45] . Several examples of intersections between different deformation modes have been analysed: interactions between perfect dislocations and microtwins [46, 21, 47] and twin-twin interactions [48] . In these cases, the reactions between the involved dislocations have been determined and their kinetics analysed. Figure 8 shows an example of a twin (A) which overcomes another twin (B) in a Cu-6.5 at. %Si alloy at 480 K [48] . In this case, it has been shown that this overcoming results from the opening of a window in the twin obstacle by the first partial dislocations of the incident twin. Similar studies have been performed in the cases of interactions between a microtwin and a twin boundary [49] and between perfect dislocations and either a subgrain [36] or a grain boundary [50] . In the case of these extrinsic obstacles, much information has also been given by in situ deformation experiments. [42, 43] . In the cases of subboundary migration during creep [36, [58] [59] [60] or of twinning [38] [39] [40] , the deformation is controlled by the collective movement of groups of dislocations.
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THE MOVEMENT
Dislocation movements may be steady or jerky. For instance, in the case of Peierls frictional forces, depending on the material and/or the temperature investigated, steady or jerky movements interpreted in terms of the Peierls mechanism or the locking-unlocking mechanism, respectively, have been observed [42, 43] .
The deformation may also be homogeneous (movement of individual dislocations) or heterogeneous (movement of group of dislocations in pile-ups). In the case of concentrated solid solutions, the deformation is very often observed to be heterogeneous. It proceeds through the rapid multiplication and propagation of several hundred of dislocations on the same slip plane [51] . In the case of nickel-chromium alloys, the strain localisation and the corresponding heterogeneity is attribuated to a glide softening mechanism which is correlated to the progressive destruction of the short range order domains existing in these alloys [52] .
In the case of extrinsic obstacles, the crossing may be easy, difficult or impossible. For instance, in the case of the simple dislocation-twin interaction in TiAl, simple dislocations cannot cross twins whereas Shockley dislocations forming the twin can carry on to move after some interaction processes with simple dislocations [21, 47] . First, the velocity of moving dislocations can be measured. Depending on the obstacle distribution the velocity will be more or less heterogeneous. For instance, in the case of the prismatic glide of magnesium (T &#x3E; 300 K, [30, 31] ) in which the deformation is controlled by the Peierls mechanism, dislocations have to overcome obstacles resulting from their core spreading out of their glide plane on each atomic row. At the scale of our observations, the obstacle distribution appears to be regularly spaced and the velocity is constant over a given dislocation length. Measurements of the average velocity have been performed with a good accuracy in this case. When the distribution of obstacles is heterogeneous and/or the corresponding waiting time for crossing is not constant, only an average velocity over long distances with respect to the obstacle separation distance can be measured. The distribution of these measurements is obviously wider than in the previous case. In the latter case, rather than measuring the velocity of dislocations, it is often more fruitfull to measure the obstacle distribution and the corresponding waiting time. This has been done in some materials in which the deformation is controlled by the locking-unlocking mechanism [18-20, 12, 25, 28] . Obstacles result in this case from a thermally activated cross-slip of dislocations into a stable, sessile configuration and therefore their distribution, which is controlled by the cross-slip probability, is not constant. The waiting time which is also described by a probability law is not constant for the same reason. The kinetics of this movement has been studied by performing a statistical analysis of the displacement of a large number of dislocations. That means that all the waiting time and all the jump lengths have been measured carefully. The histograms of the jump lengths and of the waiting times give the average distribution of the obstacles and the average overcoming time, respectively. From the evolution of these parameters a model for the yield stress anomaly has been set up. These histograms are presented in figure 9 for the case of the prismatic glide of beryllium [18] [19] [20] .
In the case of the extrinsic obstacles mentioned in 5-4, in One example of such measurements is shown in figure 10 for the case of the prismatic glide in magnesium. Over large ranges of local stress and temperature, the strain rate and the activation parameters have been measured [18, 23, 30, 31, 60] . Similar measurements have been performed in semi-conductors [54] . The activation enthalpy of super-Shockley dislocation motion has been determined in the -y' phase of the CMSX2 superalloy between 675 ° C and 920° C by measuring the kinetics of growth of the SISF [57] . Such 
